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Four Days Away
MB & Len hike ‘Up North’

This is a Civil Conservation Corps-built bridge over the Bad River, where one begins to hike the
Doughboys Trail in Copper Falls State Park, about 40 minutes south of Ashland, Wisconsin. We
arrived as the sun was melting the frost on the bridge, but had not yet melted the frost
protected by the shadows.
Len and I went Up North again, a couple weeks ago.
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This was our third trip to Ashland; this town of 8000 has become a sweet place for us. It takes
us a day to get there (the drive is 5-6 hours but we tend to stop along the way) and with a day
or two in the area, it’s a not-too-complicated “blow the gunk out of your mental radiators” kind
of getaway.
We hike, eat, and in the evening I watch decorating shows on cable TV; we haven’t paid for
cable for 25 years so watching it is a kitchy motel activity. Len puts on earphones to surf black &
white WWII documentaries on his laptop. Wild and crazy, I know…
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If you like to hike in beauty… the hikes in Ashland/Bayfield area are astonishingly and
awesomely wonderful. I really like paths for hikes that are 1. Clearly maintained so one won’t
get lost, 2. Not too easy but not requiring of mountaineering skills, and 3. Quiet and natural.
Copper Falls State Park is nuts beautiful.
https://www.onlyinyourstate.com/wisconsin/doughboys-trail-wi/
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There is a one hour hike into and around the waterfalls created by Tyler Forks and the Bad
River. This was our third time to hike this and it never stops being so beautiful it makes my
heart hurt. Speaking of hearts madly pumping at the splendor, there are 80-120 steps down
into the river area and then back up on the other side. This annual trek is likely more revealing
of my health-status than my annual physical at the doctor’s office. I can still do it and not be
lame the next day - though I do not do it fast.
…
Houghton Falls State Natural area is just north of Washburn and the hiking path there is a
stunner. This one is mostly all on the same level so you don’t have to have an inner mountain
goat to do it.
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As one walks along, a gorge appears to one’s right. It’s 20-30 feet deep and 12-20 feet wide; it’s
where softer rock washed away (over eons) from the basalt. A stream runs along the bottom of
the gorge, tumbling over rock-falls on its way to outflow into Lake Superior. The weather in the
sheltered gorge is different than where you are walking, there seem to be upscale ferns and
emerald moss and it is an experience we flatlanders don’t often get to have, peering over the
lip of the earth to another earth
Another 10-20 minutes (depending on how fast you perambulate) the forest opens up and
ZOUNDS! there is Lake Superior spread before you like The End of the World which Reepicheep
sees from the Dawn Treader. https://narnia.fandom.com/wiki/Reepicheep

If you brought snacks, climb down to the sunwarmed rock that juts out right there, sit to eat
share your sandwich with your hike-buddy. If you
are alone, there are chirpy squirrels who look as if
they’d be glad to share a crust or two with you.
Drink in the blue, blue horizon that goes on forever
- unless you are there on a grey day, in which case
you will have to find your own adjectives.

Don’t go to Lake Superior if the gales of November are early.
“The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald”, Gordon Lightfoot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgI8bta-7aw
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This last trip we explored a new-to-us hike: Lost Creek Falls. It was close to the village of
Cornucopia. We were the only people in the parking lot, the only people on the path … it felt as
if we were the only people on earth. I had a walking stick so I often smacked trees as we
walked past to let the bears know we were there - we were in deep, deep woods. Actually
seeing the path was a bit of a challenge. There was a path but it was covered by leaves. There
were also helpful blue-painted slashes on the trees, we made sure we were proceeding from
slash to slash. We hiked more than an hour in through this vast, airy, silent forest. Trees as big
as ships’ masts, quietness as soft and wild as fur. At the end of this long hike was the emerging
music of falling water, which was a series of waterfalls cut into a steep ravine. We hiked down
into that hidden fairy cove. (Surely, if there are fairies anywhere, they would be there. Also
gnomes and small woodland animals in flowered hats and pinafores, all hiding from humans.)
We sat on the side of a hill and just breathed in the kind of beauty that makes your heart slow
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down and your spirit settle down until your relax inside yourself like a cat on a sunny porch.
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Then we hiked back.
After which we drove to Bayfield and had chili at the Pier restaurant which overlooks the
harbor.
We ate that night at the Good Thyme Restaurant just north of Washburn. It’s one of those
places where imaginative foodies bought a lovely old house and turned it into a quiet, elegant,
delicious place. We’ve eaten here twice now. If you ask Len about his steak he will get tears in
his eyes.
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One more hike I want to advertise because you can get there from here. Mary suggested we
check out Parfrey’s Glen Trail. It is just outside Devil’s Lake State park, so the address is
Merrimac and it is about an hour north of Madison. Easy to park and then amble about 45
minutes in and back out of a path that has a high wooded hill on one side and a big brook on
the other, tumbling over rocks. It was wildly pretty. We hiked it on our way up to Ashland; to
get there we had to drive on twisty-turny country highways, past red barns and so, so, so many
cows outstanding in their fields.
…
This was the trip when I started considering basalt, which is, in fact, the ground of (most of) my
being.
Basalt was a formed from the rapid cooling of magnesium-rich and iron-rich lava around three
billion years ago. Sort of like what we see happening in Hawaii now. Basalt is a fine-grained rock
because it isn’t the compression of organic materials that makes sandstone, but the molten
stuff that comes up out of the earth.
Basalt is usually grey to black in color, but can weather to brown or rust-red due to oxidation of
its minerals. Which is why there is reddish/pink basalt at Copper Falls.
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The thing about basalt is that it is OLD! When one sees basalt, or more likely when a sign on a
trail says, “This is basalt” – what we are literally looking is a message in a bottle from BEFORE
life and people and the kind of time we can comprehend.

In October Unitarian-Universalist congregations considered what the word sanctuary means
and what it asks of us. When I stand on the Civil Conservation Corps constructed timber-bridge
across the Bad River, at the start of the Copper Falls Doughboy trail – the river bank is basalt.
Basalt is in a zillion places on earth, but on that bridge is the first place I considered it as
mystery and as sanctuary. Bigger than I can take in or understand. Tougher than life.
The universe doesn’t need my words. Yet I consider what I see with my eyes when we are up
north and hiking. I feel the cool-cold wind blowing my hair into my face. I breathe air
permeated with the clean smell of stone, wild river, and pine-scented forest. I hear and
sometimes feel the low thrum of rushing water.
That basalt is sanctuary; permanent and everlasting. I am not. But I am a human with words
and senses and that is how the equation of the universe works out in that place. Basalt and me.
Eternal beauty and the parade of us who see it.

